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The Weyl semimetals 1–6 are three-dimensional (3D) gapless topological phases with Weyl
cones in the bulk band, and host massless quasiparticles known as Weyl fermions which
were theorized by Hermann Weyl in the last twenties 7. The lattice theory constrains
that Weyl cones must come in pairs, with the minimal number of cones being two. The
semimetal with only two Weyl cones is an ideal Weyl semimetal (IWSM) which is the op-
timal platform to explore broad Weyl physics but hard to engineer in solids. Here, we
report the experimental realization of the IWSM band by synthesising for the first time a
3D spin-orbit (SO) coupling for ultracold atoms. Engineering a 3D configuration-tunable
optical Raman lattice 8, we realize the Weyl type SO coupling for ultracold quantum gas,
with which the IWSM band is achieved with controllability. The topological Weyl points
are clearly measured via the virtual slicing imaging technique 8, 9 in equilibrium, and fur-
ther resolved in the quench dynamics, revealing the key information of the realized IWSM
bands. The realization of the IWSM band opens an avenue to investigate various exotic
phenomena based on the optimal Weyl semimetal platforms.
In a Weyl semimetal the valence and conduction bands meet at nodal points, where the
quasiparticles are characterized by Weyl Hamiltonian and have linear dispersions 1–6. A Weyl
node corresponds to a topological monopole, whose charge equals the Chern number of metallic
Fermi surface enclosing the nodal point and defines the chirality of the Weyl fermions. Accord-
ing to Nielsen-Ninomiya no-go theory 10, Weyl nodes emerge in pairs, with two nodes of each
pair having opposite chirality, hence the minimal number of Weyl nodes in a semimetal is two.
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The semimetal with only two Weyl nodes is an ideal Weyl semimetal (IWSM) 11, and is the most
fundamental phase in the Weyl semimetal family. As the two nodes in an IWSM cannot be triv-
ially gapped out, any interacting phase born of IWSM is nontrivial. Thus the IWSM can serve
as a fertile ground to study not only noninteracting Weyl physics like chiral anomaly 12, 13, but
also exotic many-body phenomena, such as the space-time supersymmetry 14 and non-Abelian
chiral Majorana modes 15, which may not be favored in the interacting Weyl semimetals with
more Weyl points. So far various Weyl and Weyl-like phases have been widely reported, includ-
ing the type-II Weyl semimetal 16, 17, triply degenerate semimetals 18, 19, and the magnetic Weyl
semimetals 20–22, while the IWSM is hard to engineer 23, 24 and the direct observation is illusive.
Meanwhile, realization of novel topological models has been an active pursuit in ultracold
atoms 25–31. Especially, the ultracold quantum gases with synthetic SO interactions provide
pristine platforms to investigate exotic topological phenomena. The SO interactions synthesized
in different dimensions have distinct fundamental features. The 1D SO coupling corresponds
to Abelian gauge potential 32–34, while the 2D SO couplings corresponds to non-Abelian gauge
potentials, with the famous paradigms including 2D Dirac 35 and Rashba 36 types, of which
the former has been actively studied for realizing 2D quantum anomalous Hall (QAH) models
in optical Raman lattices 29, 37. The 3D SO interaction, characterized by 3D non-Abelian gauge
potential, is the essential ingredient to realize high-dimensional topological matter. In particular,
the emergent Weyl Hamiltonian in the Weyl semimetal 38–40 describes a 3D Weyl type SO
coupling, whose realization has been a long-standing challenge in the field of ultracold atoms.
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Here we realize and detect the 3D SO coupling and IWSM band for ultracold 87Rb atoms
based on the recent proposal 8, with the Hamiltonian in the 3D Bloch momentum q-space
HWeyl = h(q) ·σ, (1)
where σ = (σx, σy, σz) are the Pauli matrices. The Hamiltonian HWeyl at a fixed qz renders a
2D QAH model, whose topology is modulated by qz. The number of Weyl points can be tuned
by controlling two-photon detuning of Raman couplings. The Weyl points are clearly resolved
by virtual slicing reconstruction imaging technique 8, 9 and also quench dynamics.
1 Construction of 3D Spin-Orbit coupling
The 3D SO coupling is constructed with 3D optical Raman lattices, as outlined in Fig.1(a). The
spin is defined from the magnetic sublevels of 87Rb atoms |↑〉 = |1,−1〉 and |↓〉 = |1, 0〉. A
bias magnetic field B = 14.5G provides the quantization in y-axis and the Zeeman splitting of
10.2MHz. The |1,+1〉 state is effectively excluded. Three retro-reflective laser beams Ei(i =
x, y, z) with wavelength λ = 787nm (k0 = 2pi/λ and recoil energyEr = h¯2k20/2m) shine on the
atoms in i-th direction, each having two orthogonal polarization components Eij(j = x, y, z).
Exy, Eyx have frequency ω1, Exz, Eyz have frequency ω2, and Ezy, Ezx have frequency ω3. We
set ω3 − ω1 ≈ 2pi × 10.2MHz, matching the Zeeman splitting of |↑〉 and |↓〉, while ω1 − ω2 =
2pi × 200kHz. Two λ/4 waveplates with optical axis aligned along zˆ are placed in front of the
retro-reflectors, producing pi phase shift between Exz(yz) and Exy(yx).
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Our realization is based on configuration-tunable lattices. Exy and Eyx form a square lat-
tice, together withExz andEyz, deforming into the checkerboard lattice in x-y plane V2D(x, y) =
V2D cos k0x cos k0y upon adjusting relative phase between Ex and Ey to φ = 0 (See Methods).
The 2D lattice potential V2D(x, y) can be rewritten as V2D(u, v) = V2D (cos2 k1u+ cos2 k1v)
along uˆ and vˆ directions, with uˆ = (xˆ + yˆ)/
√
2, vˆ = (xˆ − yˆ)/√2 and k1 = k0/
√
2. The
density profile of V2D is shown in Fig.1(b). The total 3D lattice potential VLatt (u, v, z) =
V2D(u, v)+Vz(z), where Vz(z) = Vz cos2 k0z along z direction, with depth Vz ∝ |Ezx|2+|Ezy|2.
Raman couplings are generated by beam pairs (Ezx, Exy) and (Ezy, Eyx), with Ω1 =
Ωzx cos k0z sin k0x and Ω2 = Ωzy cos k0z sin k0y, where Rabi frequencies Ωzx ∝ E∗zxExy and
Ωzy ∝ E∗zyEyx are set as |Ωzx| = |Ωzy| = Ω0. The large frequency difference ω2 − ω1 prevents
the couplings between (Ezy, Exz) and (Ezy, Eyz). For the circular polarized Ez, Ω1 and Ω2
have pi/2 phase shift 8. Then the Raman couplings, having 2D forms in (x, y, z) coordinates,
take 3D forms in the deformed checkerboard lattice bases and ΩR (u, v, z) = Ωu (u, v, z)σx +
Ωv (u, v, z)σy, where Ωu (u, v, z) =
√
2Ω0 cos k0z sin k1u cos k1v and Ωv = Ωu (u↔ v, z). As
shown in Fig.1(b), Ωu (Ωv) is antisymmetric along uˆ (vˆ) and symmetric along zˆ, leading to
spin-flipped hopping in uˆ (vˆ) direction. We finally reach the Hamiltonian as
H =
h¯2k2
2m
+ VLatt(u, v, z) + Ωu(u, v, z)σx + Ωv(u, v, z)σy + δ
2
σz, (2)
where h¯k is momentum, m is the mass of an atom and δ is the two-photon Raman detuning.
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With the tight-binding (TB) approximation, Eq.(2) in Bloch momentum space reads 8, 40
HTB(q) = h(q) ·σ
= 2tso(sin quσx + sin qvσy) + [mz − 2tz cos qz − 2t1 (cos qu + cos qv)]σz,
(3)
where q = (qu, qv, qz) is dimensionless quasi-momenta, tz,1 (tso) denote the spin-conserved
(spin-flipped) hopping coefficients, and mz = δ/2. For each fixed qz, HTB gives to a 2D QAH
model in u-v plane 8, 29, 35, 37, with topology modulated by both mZ and qz. The Weyl points
emerge when the Chern number of QAH models changes versus qz.
The experiment starts from an optical trapped 87Rb Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) with
2.0×105 atoms in |↑〉 = |1,−1〉 state. As the 3D Raman lattice beams are adiabatically ramped
up in 100ms, the BEC is loaded into the ground state of Eq.(2). The probe beams are shining
along zˆ and yˆ (shown in Fig.1(a)) after the atoms are freely released for 22ms, to take the spin-
resolved time-of-flight (ToF) 2D images on CCD-Z and CCD-Y, as shown in Fig.1(c). The
|↑〉 clouds are from the diffraction of the 3D optical lattices. On CCD-Z, the major portion
of the BEC is at momentum (kx, ky) = (0, 0) and four small dots at momenta (kx, ky) =
(±k0,±k0). On CCD-Y, there are two diffractions are at (kx, kz) = (0,±2k0) and the overlaps
of the four diffractions at (kx = k0, ky = ±k0, kz = 0), (kx = −k0, ky = ±k0, kz = 0).
The |↓〉 clouds are from the Raman couplings. On CCD-Z, they are at (kx, ky) = (±k0, 0)
and (kx, ky) = (0,±k0). On CCD-Y, they are at (kx, kz) = (k0,±k0), (kx, kz) = (0,±k0)
and (kx, kz) = (−k0,±k0). The 3D momentum distributions of the |↓〉 clouds, as illustrated in
Fig.1(d), confirm the successful realization of 3D SO coupling.
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2 Topological phase diagram and Weyl node measurement
The Weyl node momentum qW is determined via
∣∣h(qW)∣∣ = 0. Around these points, the linear
expansionH(qW+δq) = 2tsoδquσx+2tsoδqvσy+2tz sin qWz δqzσz renders the Weyl Hamiltonian
around the qW node. Fig.2(a) is the calculated topological phase diagram of Eq.(2). The regions
with number of Weyl nodes from 0 to 8 are presented by colors. Importantly, there are phases
with only two Weyl nodes, corresponding to the IWSM phase. The insets of Fig.2(a) show the
Weyl nodes in the 3D Brillouin zone, which marked by ⊕ or 	 chirality.
To determine the positions of Weyl nodes in experiment, one can characterize the Chern
number of 2D band structures for given qz plane. In fact, Hamiltonian Eq.(2) delineates a set of
2D QAH bands in u-v planes, stacked along qz. The locations of Weyl nodes are characterized
as the points where the topology of 2D QAH bands changes via scanning qz 8.
In the experiment, about 2.0 × 105 atoms with temperature around 150nK are adiabat-
ically loaded into the lowest bands of Eq.(2). After a spin-resolved ToF imaging along zˆ di-
rection, we obtain the 2D momentum distribution (qu and qv) of the atom in |↑〉 (n↑(q)) and
|↓〉 (n↓(q)) on CCD-Z, with qz being integrated out. Spin polarization at q is calculated by
P (q) = [n↑(q)− n↓(q)] / [n↑(q) + n↓(q)]. As shown in Ref. 8, the Weyl band has an emer-
gent magnetic group symmetry, for which we can reconstruct the 3D topological bands from a
series of qz-integrated 2D spin textures. In particular, for a given Raman detuning δ0 in Eq.(2),
the observed spin texture in qu-qv plane on CCD-Z, with qz being integrated out, is identical
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to its 2D spin texture on the qz = pi/2 plane of the 3D structure of spin distribution. The spin
textures of other qz planes with δ = δ0 are equivalent to the 2D qz-integrated spin texture with
δ = δ0 + δ
′. Therefore, by scanning δ′, we can achieve a series of 2D spin textures to recon-
struct the 3D spin distribution of given δ0. This is called Virtual Slicing Image 8, 9 (For details,
see Methods). Owing to our stable bias magnetic field 41, δ′ can be tuned precisely. Fig.2(b)
shows the typical observed 2D spin textures at δ0 = −0.5Er, where qz = 0, 0.2pi, 0.65pi are
equivalent to δ′ = 0.396Er, 0.315Er, 0.176Er, respectively. The spin texture for qz = 0, 0.2pi
exhibit band inversion ring patterns 42 corresponding to spin polarizations P (q) = 0, 8, 29, 37
marked by black circles. Chern number for each of these 2D bands with fixed qz is determined
by the product Θ of signs of spin polarizations P (Λj, qz) at four high symmetric momenta
{Λj} = {Γ(0, 0), X1(0, pi), X2(pi, 0),M(pi, pi)} 29, 43, Θ(qz) =
∏
j sgn(P (Λj, qz)). Thereby
scanning the qz planes through the whole 3D Brillouin zone, the topology of the 3D Weyl
semimetal band can be fully determined. Moreover, Weyl nodes emerge on the planes where
Chern numbers change by integers.
The stack 2D spin textures in Bloch momentum space with δ0 = −0.5Er is shown in
Fig.2(c). It is obvious that only two Weyl nodes are here, marked as ⊕ and 	. It corresponds to
the IWSM regime. Black dashed lines sketch the virtual slices of the fusiform band inversion
surfaces. When qz close to 0, spin polarizations near Γ point (0, 0, qz) are negative and outside
are positive. Band inversion ring (black circles in Fig.2(b)) encloses Γ(0, 0, qz), leads to Chern
number C = 1 on this 2D plane 42, 44. As qz goes away from 0 plane, the band inversion rings
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gradually shrink. Eventually, they vanish at Weyl nodes where C jumps from 1 to 0. When qz
is close to ±pi, spin polarizations over the whole layer are positive, and C = 0. From the stack
of spin textures in Fig.2(c), P (Λj, qz) are extracted and plotted in Fig.2(d) as functions of qz.
Θ(qz) is positive for qz ∼ [−pi,−0.3pi] and [0.3pi, pi], while negative for qz ∼ [−0.3pi, 0.3pi].
Hence, C jumps from 0 to 1 at qz = ±(0.3 ± 0.03)pi, indicating the positions of two Weyl
points labelled by diamonds. After removing the high-band thermal effects 37, we obtain the
corrected locations of Weyl points at qW = (0, 0,±(0.54± 0.02)Er), agree well with numerical
calculations (For details, see Methods).
By varying the detuning term in Eq.(2), we reconstruct the 3D Weyl semimetal bands for
δ0 = 0 with the same protocol. To precisely characterize the topology, the high-band effects are
taking into account for correction. The 3D spin structure with for original data (left) and high-
band correction (right) are presented in Fig.3(a). Three typical 2D spin textures are shown in the
insets, with band inversion rings marked. For qz = 0.7pi, the ring encloses the Γ point, indicating
C = 1. For qz = 0.3pi, the ring encloses the M point, indicating C = −1. For qz = 0.5pi, the
ring touches X1 and X2 points, indicating C jumping by 2 across the plane. The corresponding
four Weyl points locate at qW = (0, pi,±(0.52± 0.03)pi) and (pi, 0,±(0.52± 0.03)pi), which is
also confirmed by the P (Λj, qz) and Θ(qz) calculation, in Fig.3(b).
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3 Measuring the Weyl nodes with quench dynamics
The cold atom system enables the quench studies to characterize the topology with high control-
lability. We then elucidate the Weyl nodes by quench dynamics. Atom clouds with temperature
of 200nK are initially prepared in |↑〉. Raman couplings are effectively excluded with initial
detuning δi = −200Er. Thereupon, δ is suddenly switched to −0.5Er in 1µs. Hence, the
Hamiltonian is quenched from topological trivial region to IWSM region. CCD-Y is applied to
record the time evolution of spin after the quench, with spin-resolved ToF imaging.
Fig.4(a) presents the dynamic evolution of spin polarizations P (qx, qz, t) in the Brillouin
zone, from 0 to 2ms (with qy being integrated out). We further get P (qz, t) by integrating out qx
to emphasise the dynamics along qz direction, as plotted aside. For typical qz, P (qz, t) is plotted
as function of evolution time t in Fig.4(b). When qz closed to ±pi, the evolution of P (qz, t) is
dominated by fast s-p band oscillations. When qz closed to 0, for example qz = 0 and ±0.3pi,
P (qz, t) exhibits both fast and slow oscillations. We fit those evolutions with a double-frequency
damped oscillator (For details, see Methods), and extract the low frequency component flow as
functions of qz, as plotted in Fig.4(c). Around qz = −0.64pi and qz = +0.62pi, flow reaches
kink minima which we explain below.
The critical points qz = −0.64pi and 0.62pi are identified as positions of the two Weyl
nodes, close to the result obtained from equilibrium approach. In topological region with
|qz| < |qwz |, the 2D bands of |↑〉 and |↓〉 are inverted, with band inversion ring in the 2D planes 42.
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The dynamics is dominated by on-resonance Raman-Rabi oscillations between the two inverted
bands 44, 45, corresponding to the low frequency oscillations with large amplitude. In trivial
region, the bands of |↑〉 and |↓〉 are separated, therefore the on-resonance Raman-Rabi oscil-
lations vanish. At the Weyl points, the two bands touch together at a single point, make flow
reaches minima 8, while not zero due to background noises. The numerical results of low fre-
quency components using experimental parameters are also presented in Fig.4(c) (see Methods
for details), well supporting our observation.
4 Conclusion and Outlook
We have realized the 3D SO coupling for ultracold atoms and the ideal Weyl semimetal band
(IWSM) which consists of only two Weyl cones and is hard to engineer in solid materials.
The IWSM band is experimentally identified by resolving the Weyl points, which are detected
by virtual slicing imagining technique and further measured in quench dynamics. We also
demonstrate the high tunability by engineering the semimetal band with more Weyl points for
comparison. The experimental observations are consistent with the numerical results.
The realization of the IWSM opens a broad avenue to explore exotic quantum phenom-
ena with this optimal Weyl semimetal platform. For example, for the chiral anomaly 12, 13 the
indirect signature was studied in condensed matter physics by measuring negative magnetic re-
sistance 46. The clean and direct probe of this phenomenon may be achieved in the IWSM band
with high controllability of the ultracold atoms. Another related but more exotic phenomenon
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is the chiral magnetic effect 47, which states that when an energy shift is introduced between the
Weyl points by breaking reflection symmetry, a nonzero chiral current may be generated by a
magnetic field, even without applying external electric field 48. This effect is highly debating in
condensed matter physics, but may be resolved unambiguously based on current IWSM bands
and precise control of atom distributions.
The present protocol for 3D SO coupling and IWSM band is generic, and can be immedi-
ately applied to fermion systems, in which case, the various correlated phases shall be accessed
by tuning strong interactions. In particular the highly-sought-after topological superfluids 49, 50
could be achieved for the 3D SO coupled Fermi gases, where the mean-field theory captures
essential physics 15, with higher reliability than similar attempts for the 1D or 2D SO coupled
systems.
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Methods
Realization of 3D Spin-Orbit (SO) coupling and Weyl Hamiltonian. As the setup shown in
Fig.1(a) in the main text, 3D SO coupling is realized by three laser beams Ei(i = x, y, z) from
Ti: sapphire laser, each contains two orthogonal polarization components Eij(j = x, y, z).
Exy, Eyx have frequency ω1, Exz, Eyz have frequency ω2, and Ezy, Ezx have frequency ω3.
Ex and Ey form orthogonal standing waves in x-y plane. Two λ/4 waveplates are placed in
front of mirror Rx and Ry, producing pi phase shift between Exz(yz) and Exy(yx). Ez forms
standing wave along z direction. Eωk(k = 1, 2, 3) represent the light fields generated by differ-
ent frequency components ωk(k = 1, 2, 3). Eω1 is contributed by the polarization component
Exy of Ex and Eyx of Ey. Eω2 is contributed by the polarization component Exz of Ex and
Eyz of Ey. Eω3 is contributed by the polarization component Ezx and Ezy of Ez. Note that
ω1 − ω2 = 2pi × 200kHz, thus it only causes 4mrad phase difference between Eω1 and Eω2
over the optical path of 1meter in the experiment, which can be neglected. After eliminating
negligible phases and global phases, Eωk(k = 1, 2, 3) are written
Eω1 =
(
yˆeφxExy sin k0x+ xˆe
φyEyx sin k0y
)
e−iω1t
Eω2 = zˆ
(
eφxExz cos k0x+ e
φyEyz cos k0y
)
e−iω2t
Eω3 = (xˆEzx cos k0z + iyˆEzy cos k0z) e
−iω3t
(4)
where φi(i = x, y) are the propagated phases of laser beams from beamsplitter to mirror Ri
along i-direction.
Generally, the spin-independent optical potential for typical detuning ∆ is proportional
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to the light intensity, i.e. VLatt ∝ (E∗ω1Eω1 +E∗ω2Eω2 +E∗ω3Eω3) /∆. Hence, the lattice
potentials generated by ωk(k = 1, 2, 3) read:
V1 = 1
3
(
α2D2
∆3/2
+
α2D1
∆1/2
)(|Exy|2 sin2 k0x+ |Eyx|2 sin2 k0y)
V2 = 1
3
(
α2D2
∆3/2
+
α2D1
∆1/2
)(|Exz|2 cos2 k0x+ |Eyz|2 cos2 k0y + 2 |Exz| |Eyz| cosφ cos k0x cos k0y)
V3 = 1
3
(
α2D2
∆3/2
+
α2D1
∆1/2
)(|Ezx|2 + |Ezy|2) cos2 k0z
(5)
where αD1, αD2 are the transition dipole matrix elements. φ = φx − φy is the phase difference
between x and y direction. By setting Exy = Exz, Eyx = Eyz, and performing a coordinate 45◦
rotation (uˆ = (xˆ+ yˆ)/
√
2, vˆ = (xˆ− yˆ)/√2), the final lattice potential is obtained in uvz-space:
VLatt = Vz cos2 k0z + V2D cos k0x cos k0y
= Vz cos
2 k0z + V2D
(
cos2 k1u+ cos
2 k1v
) (6)
where Vz = 13
(
α2D2
∆3/2
+
α2D1
∆1/2
) (|Ezx|2 + |Ezy|2), V2D = 23 ( α2D2∆3/2 + α2D1∆1/2) |Exz| |Eyz| cosφ, k0 =
2pi/λ and k1 = k0/
√
2.
The Raman potential ΩR is generated by the double-Λ scheme from two pairs of polar-
ization components (Exy, Ezx), (Eyx, Ezy) with frequency ω1 and ω3. ω2 does not participate
in Raman transitions due to the large detuning (δ ≈ 54Er), shown in the inset of Fig.1(a) in the
main text. ΩR reads:
ΩR =
1
12
√
2
(
α2D2
∆3/2
− 2α
2
D1
∆1/2
)(
E∗zyEyx + E
∗
zxExy
)
= Ωzy cos k0z sin k0yσx + e
iφΩzx cos k0z sin k0xσy
(7)
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where Ωzy = 112√2
(
α2D2
∆3/2
− 2α2D1
∆1/2
)
|Ezy| |Eyx|, Ωzx = 112√2
(
α2D2
∆3/2
− 2α2D1
∆1/2
)
|Ezx| |Exy|. By set-
ting Ωzx = Ωzy = Ω0 and φ = 0, ΩR in uvz-space is
ΩR =
√
2Ω0 cos k0z(sin k1u cos k1vσx + cos k1u sin k1vσy) (8)
From Eq.(6) and Eq.(7), one finds that φ not only modulates the lattice depth V2D in x-y
plane but also adjusts the relative phase between two Raman processes. φ = 0 is essential to
build 2D chequerboard lattices VLatt and realise 3D SOC. In the experiment, we lock φ to 0 (see
next section). Combining VLatt and ΩR, we eventually demonstrate the 3D SOC Hamiltonian
in Eq.(2) in the main text.
To have a clear picture of 3D SOC Hamiltonian, we turn to the Bloch momentum space.
Under the tight-binding (TB) approximation, the spin-reserved (spin-flipping) hopping terms
are determined by the overlap integral of Wannier wavefunctions (plus Raman potential), re-
spectively. Raman couplings induced hopping terms read
t
j,j±1(u)
SO = ±(−1)ju+jv+jztSO, t
j,j±1(v)
SO = ±(−1)ju+jv+jztSO (9)
where tSO is the amplitude. To remove the staggered sign, we perform a gauge transformation
U = e(k1u+k1v+k0z)|↑〉〈↑| such that Weyl type Hamiltonian are obtained as Eq.(3) in the main text.
Phase lock of φ. To lock phase φ = 0, a Michaelson interferometer in x-y plane is applied.
The phase-lock setup is shown in Extended Data Fig.1(a). In the experiment, another laser
beam with wavelength of 767nm is utilizeed to lock φ. A negative feedback loop is established
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to lock the relative optical path of the Michaelson interferometer. The phase noise is evaluated
by monitoring the signal of the 767nm-laser from a photodiode (PD1). Its value is below 0.4◦
with different reference voltage after lock.
Another photodiode (PD2) is used to monitor the phase of lattice beams when the Michael-
son interferometer is locked by 767nm-laser. Due to the length difference between two branches
of the interferometer, φ can be adjusted by slightly tuning the wavelength of lattice beams. The
phase φPD detected by PD2 has a relationship with φ: φPD = 2φ+pi. In the experiment, we set
φPD = pi, thus φ = 0. The noise of φ here is well below 3◦, shown in Extended Data Fig.1(b),
satisfying the experimental requirement. Further, we adiabatically load the chequerboard lat-
tices with different φPD to test the behaviour of the phase lock. In Extended Data Fig.1(c), we
measure the fraction of the lattice diffraction of the total atom numbers, indicating the change of
lattice depth. As can be seen, the lattice depth is modulated by φPD and it reaches the maximum
at φPD = pi.
Reconstruction of the first Brillouin zone. In the experiment, for detection, spin-resolved
time-of-flight (ToF) absorption imaging is performed. Whereas the ToF image displays the bare
momentum distribution, we need to reconstruct it in the first Brillouin zone (FBZ) to charac-
terise topology of the Hamiltonian. The eigenstates of the Hamiltonian can be expanded with
Bloch functions:
Ψ = Ψ↑ + Ψ↓ =
∑
mnl
amnlψ
↑
mnlχ
↑ +
∑
pqr
apqrψ
↓
pqrχ
↓, (10)
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where
ψ↑mnl = e
i(qu+2mk1+k1)u+i(qv+2nk1+k1)v+i(qz+2lk0+k0)z
ψ↓pqr = e
i(qu+2pk1)u+i(qv+2qk1)v+i(qz+2rk0)z
and χ↑(χ↓) represents the |↑〉 (|↓〉) state of the atom. One can see that the eigenstate at each
quasimomentum (qu, qv, qz) is the superposition of real momentum (qu + 2mk1 + k1, qv +
2nk1 + k1, qz + 2lk0 + k0) for |↑〉 and (qu + 2mk1, qv + 2nk1, qz + 2lk0) for |↓〉. The extra
momentum shift for |↑〉 comes from Raman coupling, transferring (k1, k1, k0) momentum to |↑〉
in quasimomentum space. The size of the FBZ can be determined from the ground state figures,
denoted by red rectangles, shown in Extended Data Fig.2(a) and (c).
To obtain spin texture in the FBZ, we need to transform the real momentum space into
quasimomentum space. For CCD-Z imaging, it is convenient to reconstruct the FBZ under
qu, qv axes, where the primitive cells can be chosen as squares, shown in Extended Data Fig.2(a)
and (b). The real momentum origin of |↑〉 and |↓〉 correspond to quasimomentum (k1, k1) and
(0, 0). For CCD-Y imaging, the primitive cells are rectangles, shown in Extended Data Fig.2(c)
and (d). The real momentum origin of |↑〉 and |↓〉 correspond to quasimomentum (0, k0) and
(0, 0). The reconstruction procedure is as follows: First, we determine the size of FBZ from the
ground state as the size of the primitive cells. Second, we divide the photos of thermal atom
cloud into these primitive cells. After that, we add the atom distributionN↑FBZ(q) andN
↓
FBZ(q)
in the primitive cells together. Finally, we calculate the spin texture P (q) = (N↑FBZ(q) −
N↓FBZ(q))/(N
↑
FBZ(q) +N
↓
FBZ(q)).
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Virtual slicing image: δ′-qz mapping. Detecting 3D bands from a 2D image is a challenge.
Fortunately, the emergent magnetic group symmetry of our system helps us to reconstruct the
3D bands from a series of 2D spin textures via virtual slicing approach 8, 9. In this approach,
the measured 2D spin textures for different δ is consistent with the total spin texture acquired
numerically with the same δ based on the 3D Hamiltonian Eq.(2) (for a comparison of ex-
perimental with theoretical results, see Extended Data Fig.3). This measurement confirms the
realization of the expected 3D Weyl semimetal bands.
The mapping between δ′ and qz can be analytically proved under the Tight-Binding (TB)
approximation. The Hamiltonian in Bloch momentum space reads:
HTB = [
δ
2
− 2tz cos qz − 2t0(cos qu + cos qv)]σz + 2tSO sin quσx + 2tSO sin qvσy (11)
And the 3D spin texture of the lowest band is P (q) = 〈σz〉(q). For term δ/2 − 2tz cos qz, it’s
easy to vary δ/2 and qz together, but maintain that term unchanged, thus the Hamiltonian of
the system is invariant. Therefore, to observe the 2D spin texture of different qz planes in the
system of detuning δ0 of interest, one shall instead plot 2D spin textures of a fixed qz0 plane
with different δ, the correspondence equation being
δ′ = −4tz(cos qz − cos qz0) (12)
Under such condition, we have spin texture
P (qu, qv, qz0; δ) = P (qu, qv, qz; δ0). (13)
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Given the emergent magnetic group symmetry, spin texture is anti-symmetric with respect
to qz = pi/2 along qz direction. Hence, one can prove that the 2D spin texture of qz = pi/2 plane
in the system of δ has the same sign as the integrated 2D spin texture of this system. i.e.
sgn[
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
P (qu, qv, qz; δ)dqz] = sgn[P (qu, qv, qz0 = pi/2; δ)], (14)
Thus, combining Eq.(13) and Eq.(14), one can obtain
sgn[
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
P (qu, qv, qz; δ)dqz] = sgn[P (qu, qv, qz; δ0)]. (15)
Hence, one can obtain 2D spin textures of different qz of δ0 by measuring the integrated 2D spin
textures of different δ = δ0 + δ′.
For the real system, the sign equivalence in Eq.(15) still holds. The correspondence be-
tween δ′ and qz can be numerically verified with plane wave expansion. Correspondences for
different δ0 in the experiment are calculated in Extended Data Table.1 and Table.2.
High-band correction. To identify band topology by Θ(qz) in the main text, it requires that
atoms occupy only at the lowest band. Usually, as temperature rises, more atoms populate
at high bands, and calculating the spin polarization should take the atoms of high bands into
account. Those thermal atoms change the value of spin polarizations of the lowest band, and
decrease the signal to noise ratio of the net spin polarization. This affects crucially the accuracy
of distinguishing topology, and we have seen it in Ref 37.
We numerically eliminate the high-band thermal effects by subtracting atoms occupying
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at high bands from the total atom density. The corrected spin polarization is:
Ps(q) =
n↑(q;T )γ↑(q;T )− n↓(q;T )γ↓(q;T )
n↑(q;T )γ↑(q;T ) + n↓(q;T )γ↓(q;T )
(16)
where γσ(q;T ) = nσ,s(q;T )/nσ(q;T ) (σ =↑, ↓) is the fraction in the lowest band with Bose
distribution, and T is temperature. Extended Data Fig.4 shows the corrected 2D spin texture
stack and spin polarizations of high symmetric points around T = 150nK. The contrast of the
figures as well as the signal to noise ratio of spin polarizations are significantly improved. The
Weyl points for δ0 = −0.5Er locate at qz = ±(0.54 ± 0.03)pi, agreeing quite well with the
numerical result qz = ±0.6pi.
Fitting of dynamic evolution. To extract topological information from quench dynamics, we
employ a model of double-frequency damped oscillator to fit the time evolution of spin polar-
izations on each qz, i.e.
Pfit(t) |qz= a1e−t
2/τ21 cos(2pif1t+ ϕ1) + a2e
−t2/τ22 cos(2pif2t+ ϕ2) + a0e−t/τ0 + s0 (17)
where a1, a2, a0, τ1, τ2, τ0, f1, f2, ϕ1, ϕ2, s0 are fitting parameters. The lower frequency
min[f1, f2] represents oscillations between two s-bands, while the higher frequency max[f1, f2]
represents oscillations between s-bands and higher bands. Each frequency term has an expo-
nential decay, with decay time τ1 and τ2. τ0 term is the constant decay of the background. This
model is totally empirical based on the behaviour of experimental data. As examples, we fit two
typical oscillations of spin polarization.
For qz = 0.214pi, the 2D spin texture lies within the topological zone with the s-bands
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touching and creating a band inversion ring (Extended Data Fig.5(a)). At the ring, spin po-
larization of the post-quench strongly oscillates between the s bands. Whereas away from the
ring, spin polarization oscillates weakly. After integrating out qx and qy, coarsening along qz
direction, the oscillation (Extended Data Fig.5(c)) reflects the on-resonance Raman-Rabi os-
cillation. One can see that the oscillation consists of two major frequency components, a low
frequency oscillation that lasts for about 1ms and a high frequency one that quickly decays
around 200µs. Meanwhile, the steady value of the oscillation declines over the whole evolu-
tion, signifying an exponential background decay. Fit gives flow = 1.08kHz × (1 ± 0.032),
fhigh = 5.10kHz× (1± 0.11), τlow = 1.49ms× (1± 0.14) and τhigh = 0.072ms× (1± 0.098).
For qz = 0.990pi, the 2D spin texture is trivial with s-bands far away separated (Extended
Data Fig.5(b)). The on-resonance Raman-Rabi oscillations vanish. The oscillation (Extended
Data Fig.5(d)) is dominated by high frequency component. Fit gives flow = 0.68kHz × (1 ±
0.064), fhigh = 9.31kHz×(1±0.045), τlow = 1.39ms×(1±0.18) and τhigh = 0.15ms×(1±0.17).
Numerical simulation of quench dynamics. To verify the locations of Weyl nodes identified
in the quench dynamics, we numerically demonstrate the connection between oscillation modes
and the positions of Weyl nodes. For convenience, we derive an effective tight-binding (TB)
model by including s, px, and py bands, described by
h (q) =

hs (q) t
s,px
so σx t
s,py
so σy
ts,pxso σx hpx (q) t
px,py
so (σy − σx)
t
s,py
so σy t
px,py
so (σy − σx) hpy (q)
 .
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Here hs(q), hpx(q) and hpy(q) describe s, px and py bands, respectively
hs (q) = [mz − 2tz cos qz − 2tz2 cos 2qz − 2t1 (cos qu + cos qv)− 2t2 (cos 2qu + cos 2qv)]σz
+2tso(sin quσx + sin qvσy) (18)
hpx (q) = sp + (mz + 2tp cos qu + 2tp2 cos 2qu)σz + 2t
p
so sin qvσy,
hpy (q) = sp + (mz + 2tp cos qv + 2tp2 cos 2qv)σz − 2tpso sin quσx.
where sp is the difference of self energy between s and p orbitals. The hopping coefficients
are derived from experimental conditions with the help of Wannier functions, and fine-tuned
to match the exact diagonalization of the Hamiltonian in continuous space. For this the next-
nearest-neighbor hopping is also considered. All the parameters in the TB model are showed in
Extended Data Table.3.
Then the calculation of quench dynamics is performed with Eq.18. The initial state is
fully polarized |↑〉, and the post-quench Hamiltonian has two Weyl nodes according to the
experimental condition. During the time evolution, the system inevitably interact with envi-
ronment and the amplitude of oscillation decays with time. This process can be captured by
Lindblad Master equation, describing the evolution of density matrix. We found that the nu-
merical results match the experimental observations well when taking the damping factor to
properly depend on the spin polarization and energy difference of post-quench Hamiltonian. In
particular, the damping factor is set small near the band inversion rings and energy gap, whereas
it increases rapidly away from the such regions. In this case, the oscillation of spin polarization
is dominated by the states around band inversion rings and energy gap, implying the actual spin
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dynamics measured in the experiment. Integrating out the oscillations in the qx-qy plane, we
obtain the oscillations for different qz. The numerical results are shown in Extended Data Fig.6,
matching experimental data in Fig.4. The evolution of P (qz, t) is dominated by fast oscillations
in trivial region while it exhibits both fast and slow behaviours in topological region. Finally
we fit the frequency and obtain flow VS qz in Fig.4(c) as comparison. The minima of frequency
curve denote the positions of Weyl nodes.
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Figure 1: Experimental apparatus and 3D SOC. a. Experimental setup and the double-
Λ configuration of Raman coupling. Laser beams Ex, Ey, and Ez are from Ti: sapphire laser,
producing 3D optical lattices with Raman couplings. b. Density plot of chequerboard lattice
potential in real space (top). The antisymmetric structure of the two Raman couplings Ωu
(middle) and Ωv (bottom). The grids represent lattice sites of VLatt. c. Spin-resolved ToF images
of ground state of 3D SO coupled BEC along zˆ and yˆ, respectively, where V2D = 1.77Er,
Vz = 3.54Er, Ω0 = 1.02Er and δ = −0.1Er. d. Illustration of reconstruction of momentum
distribution.
Figure 2: Phase diagram and observation of IWSM phase in equilibrium approach.
a. Phase diagram of Weyl semimetal band with V2D = 1.77Er and Ω0 = 1.02Er. Numbers
of Weyl points are written by Roman numerals and distinguished by different colors. Green
circle and yellow square are corresponding to experimental points. The insets are 3D Brillouin
for 4 Weyl points (upper) and IWSM (lower). Weyl points are labeled by ⊕ or 	. The four
high symmetric points are marked by Γ(0,0,0), M(pi,pi,0), X(0,pi,0), R(pi,pi,pi). b. Three typ-
ical spin textures, imaging on CCD-Z. In the experiment, V2D = 1.77Er, Vz = 3.54Er, and
Ω0 = 1.02Er. The first Brillouin zone is shifted with Γ(0, 0) in the center. Four high symmet-
ric momenta (M,Γ,X1,X2) are marked in the spin textures. Black circles point out the band
inversion rings. The corresponding band structures are shown below. c. Reconstruction of
spin textures of different qz layers in 3D Bloch momentum space with δ0 = −0.5Er. The left
(right) stack is experimental data (numerical calculation). Weyl points are marked by ⊕ or 	.
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Two black dashed lines depict the fusiform of band inversion surface. d. Spin polarizations
P (Λj, qz) at four high symmetric momenta versus qz. Weyl points are marked by diamonds.
Figure 3: Observation of semimetal band with 4 Weyl nodes in equilibrium ap-
proach. a. Reconstruction of spin textures of different qz layers in 3D Bloch momentum
space with δ0 = 0. The left (right) stack is original experimental data (high-band correction
data). Weyl points are marked by ⊕ or 	. Three 2D spin textures are shown to demonstrate
topology change around 4 Weyl points. b. Spin polarizations P (Λj, qz) at four high symmetric
momenta versus qz.
Figure 4: Measuring the Weyl nodes with quench dynamics. a. Dynamic evolution of
spin polarizations in the Brillouin zone, imaging on CCD-Y. In the experiment, V2D = 1.77Er,
Vz = 3.54Er, Ω0 = 1.02Er and δ0 = −0.5Er. b. Typical oscillations of spin polarization
P (qz, t) for different qz. Red circles with error bars are experimental data. Blue curves are
fitted by a double-frequency damped oscillator model. c. The fitting parameters flow versus qz
both in experimental data (blue circles with error bars) and numerical calculation (black circles).
⊕ and 	 mark the locations of two Weyl points.
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Figure 2: Phase diagram and observation of IWSM phase in equilibrium approach.
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Extended Data Figure 1: (a) Experimental setup for phase lock. (b) The interfered signal of
787nm-laser. The blue lines correspond to the signal without locking, while the other colors
(see the figure legends) are signals with phase locking at different reference voltage. The noise
of the phase is evaluated by calculating the standard deviation (δφPD) of the signal. (c) The
fraction of lattice diffraction VS φPD. Blue circles with error bars are experimental data. The
red line is the theoretical calculation of the fraction.
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Extended Data Figure 2: Reconstruction of first Brillouin zone for spin texture. (a)-(b): Data
obtained on CCD-Z. (a) Ground state for spin up and down. (b): Reconstruction of Spin texture
in the FBZ. The size of the FBZ is denoted by the red squares. (c)-(d): Data obtained on CCD-Y.
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Extended Data Figure 3: Comparison of experimental with theoretical results for spin textures.
(a) 2D Spin textures for the numerical result (up) and the experimental data (down). (b) The
spin polarization at high-symmetric momenta with qz integrated VS δ. The circles with error
bars are the experimental data. The lines are numerical results. Both of them are obtained with
V2D = 1.77Er, Vz = 3.54Er and T = 150nK.
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Extended Data Figure 4: High band correction results of δ0 = −0.5Er. (a): 2D spin texture
stack. (b): Spin polarizations of high symmetric points. Weyl points are marked by diamonds
and locate at qz = ±(0.54± 0.02)pi.
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Extended Data Figure 5: Quench dynamics of two typical oscillations of spin polarization.
(a)-(b): Band structure on qz = 0.214pi plane (a) and qz = 0.990pi plane (b). The s bands
are topological for (a) and trivial for (b). (c)-(d): Quench dynamics of spin polarization for
qz = 0.214pi plane (c) and qz = 0.990pi plane (d). The experimental data are red circles. Blue
solid line: double frequency fitting results. Green dashed line: low frequency component with
the background exponential decay. Purple dashed line: high frequency component with the
background exponential decay. Orange dashed line: background exponential decay.
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Extended Data Figure 6: Numerical results of evolution of P (qz, t) for different qz.
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Extended Data Table 1: δ0 = −0.5Er
qz/pi 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3
δ′/Er 0.396 0.392 0.376 0.35 0.315 0.274 0.227
qz/pi 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65
δ′/Er 0.176 0.121 0.063 0.003 -0.057 -0.118 -0.177
qz/pi 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 1
δ′/Er -0.232 -0.282 -0.325 -0.36 -0.386 -0.401 -0.406
Extended Data Table 1: Numerical calculations of correspondence between δ′ and qz for δ0 =
−0.5Er.
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Extended Data Table 2: δ0 = 0
qz/pi 0.03 0.10 0.15 0.21 0.26 0.30 0.36
δ′/Er 0.38 0.36 0.34 0.30 0.26 0.22 0.16
qz/pi 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.55 0.61 0.64 0.70
δ′/Er 0.12 0.06 0.00 -0.06 -0.12 -0.16 -0.22
qz/pi 0.74 0.79 0.86 0.90 0.97
δ′/Er -0.26 -0.30 -0.34 -0.36 -0.38
Extended Data Table 2: Numerical calculations of correspondence between δ′ and qz for δ0 =
0.
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t1 0.238 t2 −0.0196
tz 0.476 tz2 −0.0394
tSO 0.261 mz −1.23
tp 1.587 tp2 0.271
ts,pxso 1.624 t
s,py
so 1.624
tpx,pyso 0.543 t
p
so 0.632
ǫsp 6.526
Extended Data Table 3: Parameters for the TB model.
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